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Two-dimensional model of low Mach number vortex sound
generation in a lined duct
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The sound generated by a vortex moving across a duct section lined with porous materials and the
corresponding vortex dynamics are studied numerically in the present investigation. The combined
effects of the effective fluid density, the flow resistance, the length, and the thickness of the porous
linings on the vortex dynamics and sound generation are examined in detail. Results show that
stronger sound radiation will take place when the length and the thickness of the porous linings are
increased or when the effective fluid density is reduced. The flow resistance can only result in
stronger sound radiation within a range whose width depends on the abovementioned system
parameters. Such sound amplification cannot be achieved when the initial vortex height gets closer
and closer to the duct centerline. The present results also indicate the strong correlation between
vortex acceleration and the sound radiation under the actions of the porous linings.
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3192332�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Commercial buildings in a sub-topical city nowadays are
very heavily serviced. A significant portion of the noise in-
side these buildings comes from the air conditioning and
ventilation systems. The low Mach number turbulent flows
inside the ductwork are also sound producing, especially
when they interact with obstacles.1,2 These aerodynamic
noises are of low frequency and they propagate into the oc-
cupancy zones together with the system noises through the
ductwork.

In order to achieve a reasonable level of indoor noise,
dissipative silencers and acoustical linings,3 which consist of
porous materials like fiberglass, are commonly used to at-
tenuate the system noise before it reaches the occupancy
zones. There are studies on modeling the sound attenuation
by dissipative silencers in the presence of a mean flow �for
instance, Cummings and Chang4 and Peat and Rathi5� and on
the design of high attenuation silencers �for instance, Sela-
mat et al.6�. However, there are evidences showing that the
low Mach number turbulent flow can interact with an absor-
bent liner to produce sound.7,8 The low frequency character-
istic of this noise makes it very difficult to attenuate by con-
ventional methods. It is therefore important to study how this
aerodynamic noise will reduce the performance of dissipa-
tive silencers and the wall linings.

Flow turbulence is very difficult to model analytically.
However, the low Mach number flow condition inside the
building air ductwork makes it possible to model the turbu-
lent eddies as discrete vortices moving in an incompressible
flow, which can then be handled analytically by the potential
theory.9 Once the motions of the vortices are obtained, the
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vortex sound theory10 can basically be used to estimate the
vortex sound so generated. Though the vortex is a drastic
simplification of the flow turbulence, this semi-analytical ap-
proach has attracted the attention of many researchers as it is
expected that this vortex analogy can provide insights into
the aeroacoustics of more complicated low Mach number
turbulent flows. Typical examples include the works of Can-
nell and Ffowcs Williams,11 Crighton,12 and Obermeier.13

More examples can be found in Ref. 14.
Many of the works in the existing literature deal with

vortex sound in the presence of a rigid boundary. Recently,
Tang15 worked out the vortex dynamics in the presence of
porous surfaces. The authors have also extended the vortex
sound study to include the porous wedge and cylinder.16,17

Lau and Tang17 showed that the dipole sound generation un-
der the effect of the porous cylinder can be stronger than that
generated in the presence of a rigid cylinder. The more recent
work of the authors examines the vortex sound radiation un-
der the influence of a porous lining in an opened space.18

In the present investigation, the vortex sound generation
inside an infinitely long two-dimensional rigid wall duct with
porous linings of finite length on both sides of the duct is
studied. This configuration is analogous to the situation of a
lined duct in the air conditioning and ventilation ductwork. It
is hoped that the present study could enhance the general
understanding on vortex sound generation and be able to
provide insights for further development of aeroacoustic
modeling of wall linings and dissipative silencers.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Figure 1 illustrates the schematics and the essential no-
menclature adopted in the present study. An inviscid vortex
initially at a distance very far away from the porous materials
propagates toward the latter under the effect of the rigid duct
walls in an incompressible fluid medium. Crighton12 showed

explicitly that the near field incompressible solution can be
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used to estimate the far field acoustic radiation through a
matching technique in the low Mach number condition. This
is also the approach adopted in the present study.

All length scales in the present study are normalized
using the width of the duct d. The time and velocities are
normalized by d2 /� and � /d, respectively. As in the previous
studies of the authors,15–18 the air density inside the duct is
denoted by � while the properties of the porous materials are
characterized using the effective density �e and the flow re-
sistance Rf inside its lattice.19 The flow resistance is normal-
ized by �� /d2. Under the low Mach number condition, the
flow inside the porous material, which is expected to be very
weak, is incompressible. To simplify the analysis, the porous
material is assumed to be a continuum and thus the potential
theory applies.

Denoting the streamfunctions within the duct �0�y
�1�, in the upper porous layer �1�y�1+h ,0�x�L�, and
in the lower porous layer �−h�y�0,0�x�L� as �, �pu,
and �pl, respectively, one finds that

�2� = − ��x − xo���y − yo� , �1�

and

�2�pu = �2�pl = 0, �2�

where �2 and � are the Laplacian operator and delta func-
tion, respectively. Since the normal fluid velocities at the
interfaces between the porous material and the rigid walls
vanish, one observes that
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where �pl and �pu denote the flow potentials within the
lower and upper porous layers, respectively. It is straight-
forward to show from Eqs. �2�–�4� that

�pl = �
n=1

�

Ane�nh sin��nx�sinh��n�h + y�� , �5�
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the vortex-lined duct system.
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�pu = �
n=1

�

Bne�n�1+h� sin��nx�sinh��n�1 + h − y�� , �6�

where n is a non-zero integer, �n=n	 /L, and An and Bn the
mode magnitudes. The Fourier transform with respect to x of
Eq. �1� gives


 = �
−�

�

�eikxdk = �G1e−	k	y + G2e	k	y , 0 � y � yo

H1e−	k	y + H2e	k	y , yo � y � 1,



�7�

where G1, G2, H1, and H2 are functions of k. The continuity
of 
 and the vorticity jump �
 /�y at y=yo lead to

H1 − G1 =
1

2	k	
eikxo+	k	yo and G2 − H2 =

1

2	k	
eikxo−	k	yo. �8�

The continuity of normal fluid velocity at the porous layer
surface at y=0, 0�x�L gives

− � ��

�x
�

y=0
= − � ��pl

�x
�

y=0
⇒ 	
	y=0 = 	
pl	y=0. �9�

The same condition at the upper porous layer surface at y
=1, 0�x�L gives

	
	y=1 = 	
pu	y=1. �10�

It follows from Eqs. �9� and �10� that

G1 = �
n=1

�

�nAne�nh sinh��nh�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2 − G2, �11�

and

H1 = �
n=1

�

�nBne�n�1+h� sinh��nh�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2 e	k	

− H2e2	k	. �12�

G1, G2, H1, and H2 can thus be obtained in terms of the mode
magnitudes �n, h, L, and k by solving Eqs. �8�, �11�, and �12�
together and are shown in the Appendix. It can then be

shown with the use of Eq. �7� that
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 =
eikxo sinh�	k	y�sinh�	k	�1 − yo��

	k	sinh�	k	�

+
1

sinh�	k	��n=1

� ��ne�nh sinh��nh�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2 �An sinh�	k	�1 − y�� + e�nBn sinh�	k	y��
 . �13�
Following the previous study of the authors,15,18 the vortex
velocities are

ẋo = � 1

2	
�

−�

� �

�y
�
 −

1

2	k	
exp�ikxo + 	k	y
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and

ẏo = − � 1
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1
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where use has been made of the formulas given by Gradsh-
teyn and Ryzhik20 and “·” denotes time differentiation. The
continuity of pressure at the porous layer surfaces requires
that

�
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where �=�e /�. The application of inverse Fourier transform

of Eq. �7� suggests that
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1

2	
�

−�

�

	k	�Ġ2 − Ġ1�e−ikxdk

= �
n=1

�

��Ȧn + RfAn��ne�nh sin��nx�cosh��nh� , �17�

and

1

2	
�

−�

�

	k	�Ḣ2e	k	 − Ḣ1e−	k	�e−ikxdk

= − �
n=1

�

��Ḃn + RfBn��ne�n�1+h� sin��nx�cosh��nh� .

�18�

Using the technique of Lau and Tang,18 the rates of change in
the mode magnitudes and the vortex velocities can be esti-
mated from their instantaneous values by solving the simul-
taneous equations �Eqs. �14�, �15�, �17�, and �18�� with the

initial condition Ȧn= Ḃn=0, ẏo=0, and ẋo=cot�	yo� /4. The
position of the vortex as well as the mode magnitudes can
then be estimated using standard Runge–Kutta method as in
the previous study of the authors.18

The flow potential due to the presence of the vortex can
be found by applying the Cauchy–Rieman principle,21 which
states that

��

�y
=

��

�x
⇒ � =

1

2	
�

−�

� i

k

�


�y
e−ikxdk + C , �19�

where C is a spatial invariant, but may vary with time.

� =
1

2	
tan−1tan� �1 − yo + y�	

2
�tanh� �x − xo�	

2
��

+
1

2	
tan−1tan� �1 − yo − y�	

2
�tanh� �x − xo�	

2
��

+
1

	
�
n=1

�

�ne�nh sinh��nh�

��
0

� �− 1�n+1 sin�k�x − L�� + sin�kx�
k2 − �n

2

�
An cosh�k�1 − y�� − Bne�n cosh�ky�

sinh�k�
dk + C . �20�

The summation term in Eq. �20� represents the vortex poten-
tial induced by fluid motions at the surface of the porous
material, while those with the arctangent the vortex potential

for infinitely long rigid duct. It can be observed that
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	�� − C�	x→� = − 	�� − C�	x→−� ⇒ 	��̇ − Ċ�	x→�

= − 	��̇ − Ċ�	x→−� �21�

and

	��/�x	x→� = 	��/�x	x→−�. �22�

The general solution of the flow potential at 	x	→�, where
the duct walls are rigid, is

�i = � + x , �23�

where  is a function of time. The low Mach number vortex
motion will produce a low frequency plane wave at 	x	→�,11

and thus in the leading order at large 	x	:

1

c

��i

�t
= − sgn�x�

��i

�x
, �24�

where c denotes the ambient speed of sound normalized by

� /d. It can then be concluded from Eqs. �21�–�24� that Ċ
→0, implying that C is also a or nearly a time invariant and
is not important in the sound generation.

It can be shown using the formula depicted by Gradsh-
teyn and Ryzhik20 that the vortex potential for x→� is

�� =
1

2
�1 − yo� + �

n=1,3,5,. . .

� e�nh�Bne�n − An�
sinh��nh�

�n
�

+ O�e−x� . �25�

A plane wave is generated in the far field and thus the far
field potential �0 downstream of the lined duct will take the
form of

�o = � exp�− ikx� �26�

in the frequency domain. By applying the technique of
matched asymptotic expansion,22 the low frequency inner so-
lution of the far field potential �at kx→0� must match with
the Fourier transform of �� with respect to time. Therefore

� = �
−�

�

��e−i�tdt . �27�

It follows that the far field pressure as 	x	→� is

p�x,t� = −
1

2	

�

�t
�

−�

�

sgn�x�� exp�− ik	x	�ei�td�

= − sgn�x�
�

�t
���t − 	x	/c� . �28�

A planar dipole is produced and the far field pressure is nor-
malized by ��2 /d2.

In the present study, the effect of a low Mach number
mean flow inside the duct is not considered. However, it has
been shown by Ffowcs Williams and Lovely23 and more re-
cently by Tang et al.24 that the mean flow tends to strengthen
the overall sound power radiation. It should be noted that the
results of Howe25 show that the mean flow will induce “jet-
ting” effects at the apertures of a perforated plate which
eventually causes the vortex to move toward the plate. Such

phenomenon is also expected when the perforated plate is
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replaced by a piece of porous material. One can anticipate
that the jetting effect is weaker for porous material because
of the damping from the flow resistance in the complicated
lattice of the porous material. However, the anticipated
slightly higher vortex transverse velocity will result in stron-
ger sound radiation. The present case therefore represents the
minimum vortex sound radiation in a lined duct. The effect
of mean flow on the duct sound generation is much more
complicated and is left for further investigation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the present study, the vortex is located far upstream of
the porous materials initially. Therefore, only the cases
where the initial height of the vortex yoi is smaller than 0.5
will be considered as the vortex is stationary if yoi=0.5 and
will move further upstream if yoi�0.5 in the absence of a
mean flow with nearly constant speed and thus radiates no
sound. One can also notice that many equations involved
infinite summations which have to be truncated in the com-
putation as in many previous studies �for instance, Lau and
Tang18�. It is found that the difference of the far field pres-
sure amplitudes for yoi=0.2, L=2, h=0.2, and �=3 with
various Rf computed with five-term summation and ten-term
summation is within 1%–2%. Thus, five-term summation is
adopted in the present computation. The density ratio � in
practice is less than 5 according to Morse and Ingard,19 while
the practice range of Rf is discussed by Lau and Tang.17 In
fact, the value of Rf can vary over a wide range. For a per-
fectly inviscid fluid, Rf =0, but for a nearly rigid material,
Rf →�.

A. Perfectly inviscid fluid

For a perfectly inviscid fluid, the flow resistance inside
the lattice of the porous material vanishes �Rf =0�. Figure
2�a� shows the paths of the vortex under different combina-
tions of h and � with L fixed at unity and yoi=0.2. The
pressure releasing effect from the lower porous material re-
sults in the downward movement of the vortex. The smaller
the effective density � or the increase in h strengthens the
pressure releasing effect of the porous materials and thus
gives rise to deeper downward bend of the vortex path. As in
Ref. 18, the paths will become independent of h when h
becomes large �not shown here�. One can also observe from
Fig. 2�a� that the influence of the porous materials becomes
significant at x�−1. Unlike the case of an infinite plate in an
unbound fluid medium,18 the vortex paths in the present lined
duct case are not symmetrical about the vertical middle plane
of the porous materials �x=0.5L�. The vortex attains its mini-
mum height at a location slightly larger than 0.5L so that the
vortex cannot return to its original height even under the
pressure supporting effects of the downstream rigid duct
walls. The difference between the original and the final
height of the vortex decreases with weaker pressure releasing
effect of the porous materials. The vortex therefore propa-
gates with higher speed after moving across the lined section
of the duct. Such increase in vortex speed suggests that a net

vertical downward force is exerted onto the fluid during such
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maneuver of the vortex, which resulted from the difference
in the pressure releasing effects between the upper and lower
porous linings.

Figures 2�b� and 2�c� illustrate the time variations in the
longitudinal and transverse velocities of the vortex during its
interaction with the linings. ta in the figures and hereinafter
denotes the time at which the vortex passes across the up-
stream edges of the linings �x=0 plane�. While the transverse
vortex velocity turns from negative to positive during the
passage of the vortex across the lined portion of the duct, the
longitudinal vortex velocity remains higher than the original
speed of the vortex throughout the interaction period. Again,
the more pressure releasing the lining is, the higher the vor-
tex velocity amplitude resulted. According to Eqs. �25� and
�28�, such higher vortex velocity, especially its transverse
component, will imply stronger sound radiation.

The vortex accelerations contain high frequency compo-
nents, as shown in Figs. 2�d� and 2�e�. The time variations in
the far field acoustic pressures shown in Fig. 2�f� follow
closely those of the transverse vortex velocities �Fig. 2�c��,
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FIG. 2. Effects of pressure-releasing linings on vortex dynamics and sound
generation under inviscid condition for L=1 and yoi=0.2. �a� Vortex path,
�b� longitudinal velocity, �c� transverse velocity, �d� longitudinal accelera-
tion, �e� transverse acceleration, and �f� far field sound pressure. ——: h
=0.2, �=3; – – –: h=0.2, �=5; –·–: h=0.4, �=3; and –··–: h=0.8, �=3.
suggesting that the unsteady transverse vortex motion is the
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major mechanism of sound radiation for L=1 and yoi=0.2.
The small amplitude fluctuations embedded in the far field

pressure fluctuations are due to the terms Ȧn’s and Ḃn’s,
which reflect the pressure fluctuations on the surfaces of the
porous materials and are related to the acceleration of the
vortex �cf. Eqs. �14� and �15��. The results for the cases with
L=1 and yoi=0.3 are very similar to those shown in Fig. 2,
but with smaller amplitudes. They are therefore not pre-
sented. The small amplitude fluctuations in the far field pres-
sure for L=1 and yoi=0.3 are too weak to be significant in
the overall acoustic radiation. Such kind of small fluctuations
is not observed in the flat plate case of Lau and Tang.18 The
presence of the upper duct wall results in non-monotonic
longitudinal and transverse variations in the flow field with
height in the lined duct section and thus the wrangling ob-
served in Fig. 2.

It can be concluded that the pressure releasing effect of
the porous linings, which is uneven on the upper and lower
sides of the vortex due to the vortex height, results in a
downward force on the fluid which is larger than that expe-
rienced by the vortex in the rigid wall section of the duct.
This force causes the vortex to move downward and is only
partially compensated by the increase in the vortex force26 as
the vortex speed increases. The vortex then accelerates
downward until various forces are balanced. The vortex
starts going upward under the effect of the downstream rigid
duct wall after that. This transverse vortex motion results in
a longitudinal vortex force which creates a longitudinal push
to the fluid, which propagates into the far field and becomes
sound. Such pushing is a plane dipole source. Sound gener-
ated from fluctuating vortex forces is also observed in the
duct exhaust configuration of Cannell and Ffowcs
Williams.11

The period of interaction between the vortex and the
porous linings increases with L. Figure 3 summarizes the
inviscid vortex dynamics and the sound radiation for L=2
and yoi=0.2. While many of the essential features of Fig. 3
follow those shown in Fig. 2, the longer lengths of the lin-
ings result in stronger high frequency fluctuations in the vor-
tex velocities and accelerations. For smaller h and/or larger
�, pressure pulses are observed at the instants the vortex
moves into and out of the lined duct section �the x=0 and
x=L planes, respectively�. When the porous linings become
more pressure releasing, the rates of change in An and Bn

become dominant in the far field sound radiation. These rates
of change are directly related to the vortex accelerations,
such that the time fluctuation of far field sound pressure re-
sembles those of the vortex accelerations instead of that of
the transverse vortex velocity. Since it is not practical to have
h�1 and the effect of the thickness of the porous lining on
the vortex dynamics has been found to be more or less inde-
pendent of h for h�0.8, the results with h�1 are not dis-
cussed.

B. Combined effects of Rf and �

The flow resistance inside the lattice of the porous ma-
terial is pressure-supporting. Large flow resistance therefore

will produce an effect similar to large � in principle. Figure
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4 illustrates the vortex dynamics and the far field sound ra-
diation for yoi=0.2, h=0.2, L=1, and �=3 with increasing
Rf. For small Rf, the pressure-releasing effect of the lining
dominates and the vortex first bends toward the lower porous
lining and then moves upward as it leaves the lined duct
section under the pressure-supporting effect of the down-
stream rigid duct walls �Fig. 4�a��. However, when Rf in-
creases, the transverse velocity of the vortex is significantly
reduced, as shown in Fig. 4�c�. The vortex continues to move
downward as it accelerates toward the end of the porous
linings. The action time of the pressure-supporting down-
stream rigid duct wall is insufficient to pull the vortex up and
can only result in producing a short duration of significant
vortex acceleration when the vortex leaves the lined section
�Figs. 4�d� and 4�e��. Further increase in Rf makes the porous
linings more pressure-supporting so that the bending of the
vortex path, and thus the sound radiation �Fig. 4�f��, becomes
less and less significant.

The far field sound time fluctuation patterns illustrated
in Fig. 4�f� suggest that the transverse vortex velocity is not
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FIG. 3. Effects of pressure-releasing linings on vortex dynamics and sound
generation under inviscid condition for L=2 and yoi=0.2. �a� Vortex path,
�b� longitudinal velocity, �c� transverse velocity, �d� longitudinal accelera-
tion, �e� transverse acceleration, and �f� far field sound pressure. ——: h
=0.2, �=3; – – –: h=0.8, �=3; and –·–: h=0.8, �=5.
the major sound generation mechanism in the presence of a
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non-vanishing Rf. Strong sound energy radiation is observed
within the range 3�Rf �10 while the strongest radiation
takes place when the vortex leaves the lined duct section.
The rates of changes in the mode amplitudes An and Bn,
which control the pressure fluctuations on the porous lining
surfaces, play a role at least as significant as the transverse
vortex velocity. One can also observe that the amplitude of
the sound generated within this Rf range is greater than that
for the inviscid cases. The increase in h results in strong
pressure-releasing porous linings and thus deeper vortex path
bending and stronger sound radiation at a fixed Rf. The op-
posite is observed when � is increased. The strongest sound
radiation is still found within the same Rf range, and the
instants of strongest sound radiation remain unchanged.
These results are expected and thus are not presented.

The increase in the length of the lined section to L=2
gives rise to more severe vortex path bending toward the
lower porous surface, as shown in Fig. 5�a�. The prolonged
interaction between the vortex and the porous linings at in-
creased L results in higher vortex velocities especially when
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FIG. 4. Effects of Rf on vortex dynamics and sound generation for L=1,
yoi=0.2, h=0.2, and �=3. �a� Vortex path, �b� longitudinal velocity, �c�
transverse velocity, �d� longitudinal acceleration, �e� transverse acceleration,
and �f� far field sound pressure. ——: Rf =0.5; – – –: Rf =3; –·–: Rf =7; –··–:
Rf =30; and ¯¯¯·: Rf =100.
the vortex is close to the end of the lined section �Figs. 5�b�
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and 5�c��. Together with the higher vortex acceleration and
deceleration near the instant at which the vortex leaves the
lined section under the pressure-supporting effect of the rigid
wall, stronger sound radiation is observed �Figs. 5�d�–5�f��.
The increase in the thickness of the porous linings results in
stronger pressure-releasing effect, leading to higher vortex
accelerations. Stronger sound radiation can then be expected
from the results discussed previously in relation to Fig. 3. At
h=0.8, the amplitude of the far field pressure is about seven
times that at h=0.2 with the same initial vortex conditions
for Rf =10 �not shown here�. Other features observed in Fig.
5 are inline with those associated in Fig. 4 and thus are not
discussed further.

Figure 6 summarizes the amplitude of the far field pres-
sure generated under various combinations of the parameters
studied. The horizontal lines represent the corresponding val-
ues for the perfectly inviscid case �Rf =0�. The increase in h
or a decrease in � will produce a louder sound because of the
strong pressure-releasing effect of the porous lining which is
expected.
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FIG. 5. Effects of Rf on vortex dynamics and sound generation for L=2,
yoi=0.2, and �=3. �a� Vortex path, �b� longitudinal velocity, �c� transverse
velocity, �d� longitudinal acceleration, �e� transverse acceleration, and �f� far
field sound pressure. ——: Rf =0.5, h=0.2; – – –: Rf =10, h=0.2; and –·–:
Rf =30, h=0.2.
For yoi=0.2 and L=1, it can be observed that the slight
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increase in Rf from the vanishing value results in a very
small drop of the pressure amplitude below that of the cor-
responding inviscid case �Fig. 6�a��. For 1�Rf �25, louder
sound than that created in the inviscid case is observed for
�=3. The maximum sound pressure appears at Rf �6. The
maximum sound pressure level increases by 5 dB above that
in the inviscid case for h=0.2 and by as high as 9 dB for h
=0.8. Further increase in Rf results in more pressure-
supporting porous linings. This effect overcomes the
pressure-releasing effect of �, resulting in the continuous
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FIG. 6. Far field sound pressure amplitude under different combinations of
system parameters. �a� L=1, yoi=0.2, �: h=0.2; �: h=0.4; �: h=0.8; ----:
h=0.8, �=3, Rf =0; – – –: h=0.4, �=3, Rf =0; – – –: h=0.2, �=3, Rf =0;
¯¯¯·: h=0.2, �=5, Rf =0; –·–: h=0.4, �=5, Rf =0; and –·· –: h=0.8, �
=5, Rf =0. �b� L=1, yoi=0.3, �: h=0.2; �: h=0.4; -----: h=0.2, �=3, Rf

=0; ¯¯¯·: h=0.4, �=3, Rf =0; –·–: h=0.2, �=5, Rf =0; and –··–: h
=0.4, �=5, Rf =0. �c� L=2, �: yoi=0.2, h=0.2; �: yoi=0.3, h=0.2. ----:
yoi=0.3, h=0.2, �=3, Rf =0; ¯¯¯·: yoi=0.2, h=0.2, �=3, Rf =0; –·–:
yoi=0.3, h=0.2, �=5, Rf =0; and –··–: yoi=0.2, h=0.2, �=5, Rf =0. Closed
symbols for �=3; open symbols for �=5 .
drop of sound pressure as Rf increases behind 30.
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The range of Rf for sound amplification is slightly re-
duced when � increases from 3 to 5, as shown in Fig. 6�a�.
The increases in sound pressure levels above the inviscid
value are �4 and �6 dB for h=0.2 and 0.8, respectively.
This trend suggests that no sound amplification will be
achieved when � is increased further or when the lining be-
comes more and more pressure-supporting.

When the initial vortex height yoi is increased, the ef-
fects of the linings on the vortex dynamics are less severe
than those in the case when the vortex moves closer to the
lower lining. The increase in Rf then results in weaker sound
generation, as shown in Fig. 6�b�. One should note that the
lower lining in this case is less pressure-releasing as experi-
enced by the vortex and thus the results in Fig. 6�b� are
actually following the trend illustrated in Fig. 6�a�.

The increase in L to 2 prolongs the active interaction
period between the vortex and the linings. The magnitude of
the far field sound pressure is increased, as indicated previ-
ously in Figs. 4 and 5. The range of Rf for sound amplifica-
tion is large, as shown in Fig. 6�c�. The increase in the far
field sound pressure level is also impressive. For yoi=0.2,
h=0.2, and �=3, the maximum sound pressure level created
is �14 dB higher than both resulted in the inviscid situation
and in the corresponding L=1 case. The increase in h to 0.8
results in an �17 dB higher in the maximum sound pressure
level than the corresponding h=0.2 case �not shown here�.
The increase in either yoi or � reduces the far field sound
amplitude as expected. In addition, one can observe from
Fig. 6�c� that the value of Rf for maximum sound amplitude
decreases as yoi increases, but does not appear to depend
much on �.

The variations in the radiated acoustical energy per unit
spanwise length E with the present system parameters follow
very closely those of the sound pressure amplitudes, as
shown in Fig. 7. This is expected as a plane wave is pro-
duced at the far field so that

E = 2�
−�

� �
0

1

�p2/c�dydt =
2

c
�

−�

�

p2dt , �29�

and E is normalized by ��2. However, the range of Rf for
stronger acoustical energy radiation than the inviscid case, if
there is, is wider than that for the sound pressure amplifica-
tion shown in Fig. 6. This is because of the longer durations
of active sound radiation than those in the inviscid cases. For
yoi=0.2, h=0.8, and �=3, the highest increase in the energy
radiation is about 18 dB above that of the corresponding in-
viscid case, which is significantly higher than the 9 dB in-
crease in the sound pressure level discussed before, and it
occurs at Rf �5 �Fig. 7�a��.

Figure 7�b� illustrates that lower energy radiation than
that in the inviscid case is still observed for yoi=0.3 when the
lower porous lining effect is reduced. However, the percent-
age energy reduction is less than that for the sound pressure
amplitude shown in Fig. 6�b�. The longer lining length re-
sults in stronger acoustical energy radiation than that in the
inviscid case even at small Rf �Fig. 7�c��. Again, the percent-
age increase in the acoustical energy radiation is higher than

that of the sound pressure amplitude.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The sound generated by the unsteady motion of a vortex
moving across a lined duct section is investigated theoreti-
cally in the present study. The streamfunctions inside the
flow field and inside the porous linings derived in terms of
infinite series consist of modes with time varying magni-
tudes. The standard fourth order Runge–Kutta method was
used to solve the coupled vortex dynamics equations numeri-
cally. The method of matched asymptotic expansion was ap-
plied to determine the time variation in the far field pressure
so generated. The vortex was set at large distance upstream
of the lined duct section initially and was located below the
duct centerline to ensure its downstream propagation.

For a perfectly inviscid fluid, the pressure-releasing ef-
fect of the porous linings results in a downward transverse
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FIG. 7. Acoustical energy radiated per unit spanwise length under different
combinations of system parameters. �a� L=1, yoi=0.2; �b� L=1, yoi=0.3; and
�c� L=2. Legends: same as those for Fig. 6.
motion of the vortex. The longitudinal speed of the vortex
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increases. The transverse vortex motion is the major sound
generation mechanism when the lined section is not too long.
As this length increases, the effects of the rates of change in
the mode magnitudes, which affect directly the pressure on
the lining surfaces and the vortex accelerations, become
more significant in the sound radiation process. The increase
in the effective fluid density inside the linings weakens the
sound radiation.

The flow resistance inside the porous linings is pressure-
supporting. It tends to increase the duration of active inter-
action between the vortex and the porous linings, resulting in
stronger sound radiation after it has increased to an extent
after which it overrides the pressure-releasing effect of the
effective fluid density. However, its pressure-supporting
property eventually attenuates the unsteady motion of the
vortex and thus weakens the sound generation as it increases
further. In the presence of a non-vanishing flow resistance,
the rates of change in the mode magnitudes, which are di-
rectly related to the vortex accelerations, and the transverse
vortex motions are of comparable importance in the radiation
of sound. The prolonged interaction between the vortex and
the linings in the presence of flow resistance results in
greater/lower percentage increase/reduction in the acoustical
energy radiated than that in the sound pressure amplification/
attenuation.
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APPENDIX: G1, G2, H1, H2, AND THE RATES OF
CHANGE OF MODE MAGNITUDES

The expressions for G1, G2, H1, and H2 can be obtained
by solving Eqs. �8�, �11�, and �12�. It is straight-forward to
show that

G1 = −
eikxo

2	k	
sinh�	k	�1 − yo��

sinh�	k	�

+ �
n=1

�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2

Ane	k	 − Bn

2 sinh�	k	�
�ne�nh sinh��nh� ,

G2 =
eikxo

2	k	
sinh�	k	�1 − yo��

sinh�	k	�

− �
n=1

�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2

Ane−	k	 − Bn

2 sinh�	k	�
�ne�nh sinh��nh� ,

H1 =
eikxo

2	k	
sinh�	k	yo�
sinh�	k	�

e	k	

+ �
�

�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �2

Ane	k	 − Bn

2 sinh�	k	�
�ne�n�1+h� sinh��nh� ,
n=1 n
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H2 = −
eikxo

2	k	
sinh�	k	yo�
sinh�	k	�

e−	k	

− �
n=1

�
�− 1�neikL − 1

k2 − �n
2

Ane−	k	 − Bn

2 sinh�	k	�
�ne�n�1+h� sinh��nh� .

�A1�

It can also be shown from Eqs. �17� and �18� that

�
0

L �
−�

�

	k	�Ġ2 − Ġ1�e−ikxdk sin��mx�dx

= 	��Ȧm + RfAm��me�mh cosh��mh� , �A2�

and

�
0

L �
−�

�

	k	�Ḣ2e	k	 − Ḣ1e−	k	�e−ikxdk sin��mx�dx

= − 	��Ḃm + RfBm��me�m�1+h� cosh��mh� . �A3�

With the expressions in Eq. �A1�, Eqs. �A2� and �A3� can be
re-written into the forms

− XA,mẋo + YA,mẏo + �
n=1

�

�mnȦn�ne�nh sinh��nh�

+ �
n=1

�

�mnḂn�ne�n�1+h� sinh��nh�

=
L

2
��Ȧm + RfAm��me�mh cosh��mh� �A4�

and

− XB,mẋo + YB,mẏo − �
n=1

�

�mnȦn�ne�nh sinh��nh�

+ �
n=1

�

�mnḂn�ne�n�1+h� sinh��nh�

= −
L

2
��Ḃm + RfBm��me�m�1+h� cosh��mh� , �A5�

respectively, where

�mn = −
1

	
�

0

� k�m coth�k�
�k2 − �n

2��k2 − �m
2 �

���− 1�m+n − ��− 1�n + �− 1�m�cos�kL� + 1�dk ,

�mn =
1

	
�
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� k�m

�k2 − �n
2��k2 − �m

2 �sinh�k�

���− 1�m+n − ��− 1�n + �− 1�m�cos�kL� + 1�dk ,

XA,m = −
1

	
�

0

� k�m sinh�k�1 − yo��
�k2 − �m

2 �sinh�k�
m
���− 1� sin�k�L − xo�� + sin�kxo��dk ,
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YA,m = −
1

	
�

0

� k�m cosh�k�1 − yo��
�k2 − �m

2 �sinh�k�

���− 1�m cos�k�L − xo�� − cos�kxo��dk ,

XB,m =
1

	
�

0

� k�m sinh�kyo�
�k2 − �m

2 �sinh�k�

���− 1�m sin�k�L − xo�� + sin�kxo��dk ,

and

YB,m = −
1

	
�

0

� k�m cosh�kyo�
�k2 − �m

2 �sinh�k�

���− 1�m cos�k�L − xo�� − cos�kxo��dk .

It can be noted that �mn=�mn=0 if �m+n� is an odd integer.
The rates of change in the mode magnitudes can then be
obtained by simple matrix operation as in Ref. 18 once An,
Bn, and the vortex velocity are known.
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